Dear Ms. Noble
I'm very pleased to announce that the May 2012 issue of our online book review
magazine "Reviewer's Bookwatch" features a review of "A Lifetime of Recipes:
Fabulous Fresh Fruit".
Here is the review:
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Beverly Jo Noble
Noble Printing Services
bev4recipes@gmail.com
9780984897470, $24.95
The author presents a collection of recipes in the traditional style. Cooks looking
for a baseline resource can consider the book a useful addition. Organized by
season containing recipes for matching product. The book is more meaningful for
those living in California, as it reflects seasonal availability for this region.
Readers will find the recipes are laid out in a two-column style reminiscent of
older style books. The only consideration is making sure you are working from
the correct recipe after looking away. "A Lifetime of Recipes" also comes with the
ordinary, frustrating binding - like most new cooking titles, the spine is more of a
large-magazine style that doesn't open flat or easily stay open. Fortunately, the
book also offers colorful pictures to go with the style reminiscent of that
magazine.
Overall the recipes offered good flavors. A number of the completed results
needed some help when it comes to appearance. While the Greek Chicken Soup
won our taste buds over, everyone agreed more visual appeal would be a big
boost. Unfortunately, a recipe for salmon crusted with orange and cranberry
needed more help. The flavors did not combine successfully. Perhaps a fish with
white flesh, say cod or haddock, would work better, but pork would've have been
our first choice. The Mediterranean Lamb Chops recipe, on the other hand,
offered taste worthy of repeating in my home kitchen.
Heidi Sue Roth
Reviewer

You have complete permission to utilize the review in any manner you deem
useful for marketing and promotion.
Additionally, this review will be archived on our Midwest Book Review website for
the next five years at http://www.midwestbookreview.com
Please send an email notification to my attention at mwbookrevw@aol.com for
your future titles as they are published and become available to the reading
public.
James A. Cox
Editor-in-Chief
Midwest Book Review
278 Orchard Drive
Oregon, WI, 53575
	
  

